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Parent Orientation
We at St. Pius X International School began our academic year 2019 - 2020 on
10th June, 2019 with Parents‟ Orientation. Our Managing Trustee Rev. Fr. George
Athaide and Principal Rev. Fr. Gavin D‟Souza addressed the Parents‟.
We have IEYC I (Nursery), IEYC II ( Junior KG) & this year we started
IEYC III (Sr. KG). IEYC Coordinator Ms. Delphi D‟souza gave an overview of the
Curriculum and its implementation, followed by an interactive session.
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Music
TIMBRE – The Art & Music Academy has been privileged to introduce the Little
World Music Program at the SPXIS since July 2019. This activity based, structured
music program is initiated for SPXIS IEYC 1, 2 and 3 and involves Vocal Training,
Learning New Thematic Songs, Action Songs, Learn about Music through Videos
& Stories, Learn about Music Instruments, Develop a ear for Music and a Passion
for Singing and Instrument Playing.
The month of July and August has been the early Music Introduction phase
to the little rock stars of SPXIS who have learnt to sing new songs and dance to the
tunes of action songs. SPXIS students have also been introduced to the sounds of
Percussion Instruments like Xylophone, Egg Shakers and Tambourines. They have
been introduced to the sounds of Flute, Drums, Guitar and Keyboard and the way
they are played through Videos and Story based approach. Playing the Keyboard
Keys to „DoReMi‟ was an exciting experience for the children.
In the coming months we aim to teach them the difference between High
& Low Sound, Breathing Exercises, New Songs and Detailed Learning of
selected Instruments. We look forward to make your child's Musical Journey at
SPXIS an enjoyable and learning based one.
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Sports
We at Athlead India believe in introducing sports and other physical activities to children from a very early childhood. Our first months activities were to ensure children learn about
playing in a fun and systematic manner. During this time we have worked on their reaction skills,
movement skills and spatial awareness .
Following activities were conducted during the first month with your school:1 Reaction: As a part of warm up Children were made to do different spot up activities through
our instructions. All the activities were done through fun games. Activities ranged from simple
spot up positions like Mr. Frostie to complex positions such as push up position. A set of 10
activities were repeated in different sessions to make them familiar with those movements and
also help them react to different commands in the fastest way possible which in turn leads to
quick reactions.
2 Movement drills using agility ladders: As you probably know, drilling ladders are a great tool
for footwork, speed work and emphasizing different mechanics of speed and agility. The ladders
work not only for the feet, but does a great job in mind and body coordination . Children every
day during our sessions are made to do sets of drills using agility ladder.
3 Bean bag skills: Bean bag games and activities making use of a fun and inexpensive prop to
develop gross motor skills. Younger children may find beanbags easier to handle than a ball, and
because beanbags can‟t roll away, it may be less frustrating for the child with low coordination
skills. Children tend to learn the art of throwing and catching better through bean bags rather than
balls at an early child hood.
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Unit of Work IEYC I : “This is me & my world”
This is me & my world: is a wonderful unit for the children of IEYC I .Children develop an
increased sense of „self and other', with a growing interest in the similarities and differences that
exist within family and friendship groups .This is a period when children develop greater bonds
with those they have regular contact with and begin to understand more about roles and relationship
within families. Children also learnt about parts of the body and how to maintain personal hygiene.

Entry Point

Triangle activity

Learning names

My favourite object

Red Day

Dry and Wet

Non fire– cooking

Keeping hands clean
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Favourite toy
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Unit of Work IEYC II : “Weather Wonders”
Rain, snow, storm, flood, sunny day, cloudy day ….. Yes that’s what the little explorers of
IEYC II learnt about during the months of June, July & August in the unit of work
“ The Weather Wonders”. They learnt to predict the Weather and seasons. They enjoyed
shadow play, storm dance & Arctic Adventure.

Entry Point

Rainy Season

Windy Sails

Non-fire Cooking

Summer Season

Shadow Play

Salt Painting

Blue Day
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Weather Forecasting Wheel
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Unit of Work IEYC III : “The World Around us”
Environment plays an important role in the healthy living of human beings. In the unit of work
“ The World Around Us” children of IEYC III have learnt to explore the environment around
their settings. They have also learnt the ways in which they can make a positive impact on the
environment and also the importance of Reduce, Reuse & Recycle.

Entry Point

Picture Talk

Pebble Search

Tree Walk

Leaf Printing

Non-Fire Cooking

Feather Painting

Growing Seeds

Exit Point
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Knowledge Carnival
To celebrate children‟s learning, parents had
come to school where they saw a slide show of
various activities done in the homeroom.
They also witnessed how their children have
decorated and displayed their work in the homeroom.
This was followed by a one to one
interaction with the teachers to discuss the
progress of the students.
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Parents’ Testimonials
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